An endless supply
of ice to match the
endless need for
a refill.

When you’re in the middle of a lunch rush and demand is at its peak, the last thing you need
is to run out of ice.
So help keep drinks filled and customers happy by buying one of Ice-O-Matic’s new cube ice
machines, the ICE0726 and ICE0926. These high-capacity machines complete Ice-O-Matic’s
line of 22" machines ranging from 250 – 930 pounds – a size to fit your every need. Shorter in
height and higher in capacity than its competitors, the ICE0726 and ICE0926 also fit perfectly
on the latest multi-flavor soft drink dispenser technology.
And for some added value, Ice-O-Matic’s new machines can be teamed side-by-side on
an upright bin to meet the needs of high volume foodservice and retail applications. That
means you’re getting up to 1,800 pounds of capacity and operational redundancy while
taking up less space. How’s that for a good deal?
Choosing an Ice-O-Matic ice machine means you get more ice for the price and a warranty
that beats any in the industry. The ICE0726 and ICE0926 are no exception and will be sure
to leave both you and your customers smiling.
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ICE0726 and ICE0926 – CUBE ICE MAKERS
Ice. Pure and Simple

Set The Ice Free
• Largest capacity, conventionally cooled ice machine that
will fit on 22" or 26" multi-flavor drink dispensers.
• Completes Ice-O-Matic’s line of 22" machines ranging
from 250 (113 kg) to 930 lbs (422 kg).
• Produces up to 930 lbs (422 kg) of ice per day.
• Conventional Remote technology reduces interior heatgain and improves floor space utilization.
• Low profile design for difficult-to-fit applications.
• ENERGY STAR® rated.
• Pricing: ICE0726 - $6,875; ICE0926 - $7,750

Accessories
Model Number

ICE0926 on B42

Description

VRC2061B

Remote condenser

KIBD01

Ice Level Kit for Coke® Freestyle

RT325 404

25 ft. Precharged Tubing Kit for units using R-404A refrigerant

RT340 404

40 ft. Precharged Tubing Kit for units using R-404A refrigerant

RT360 404

60 ft. Precharged Tubing Kit for units using R-404A refrigerant

RT375 404

75 ft. Precharged Tubing Kit for units using R-404A refrigerant

Specifications
Ice Production
per 24hrs

Potable

Condenser

kWH Used
per 100 lbs of ice
@ 90°F air/70°F water

Voltage
Characteristics

Min. Circuit
Ampacity

Fuse
Size

Approx.
BTUs
per hour**

700 (318)

20.0

-

5.2

208-230/60/1

14.0

20

15,250**

780 (354)

20.0

-

5.1

208-230/60/1

16.2

20

17,200**

70°F air/50°F water 90°F air/70°F water
lbs (kg)
lbs (kg)

Model Number

Cond. Unit

ICE0726R

Remote*

810 (367)

ICE0926R

Remote*

930 (422)

Water Usage
gallons per 100 lbs of Ice
90°F air/70°F water

NOTES: Number of Wires: 3 (including ground).  Approx. Shipping Weight lbs (kg): ICE0726: 205 (93); ICE0926: 205 (93). Refrigerant Type: R404A.
ENERGY STAR qualified machine. Please see our website www.iceomatic.com for the latest list of ENERGY STAR qualified machines and available rebates.
*Requires Remote VRC2061 condenser and precharged line set.  **BTUH is calculated 0°F Evaporator, 100°F Condensing, and 33 PSIG.

ICE.

That’s all we do
Manufacturing ice machines in Denver, Colorado, since 1952,
Ice-O-Matic has worked tirelessly to simplify, enhance and perfect
the way ice is made. Since ice machines are the only thing we do,
you’ll find we offer the best in the business. Our machines are simple
to operate, offer a lower cost of ownership than our competitors,
and incorporate simple but thoughtful features—and that’s by design.
Additionally, Ice-O-Matic boasts many industry-leading features that
make a real difference to you every day.

PURE.

Antimicrobial
Our innovative, food-safe AgION® antimicrobial compound is
permanently integrated into essential food-zone areas. This
innovation safeguards the sanitation of the ice-making system.
Water filtration
We offer the highest-quality water-filtration program to enhance the
purity of the ice, eliminating unwanted taste and odor, which are
common problems with unfiltered ice machines.

www.iceomatic.com • 800.423.3367
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SIMPLE.

Practical design
Ice-O-Matic ice makers are designed for simplicity with features
such as our easy-access cabinet, easy-to-clean ice-making system
and simple electromechanical controls.
Long-lasting performance
Our ice machines are designed for unparalleled ease of operation,
maintenance and service, with quick and easy diagnosis. And the
same goes for our accessories.
Quality and reliability
Ice-O-Matic ice machines are highly dependable and constructed
with a stainless steel chassis, durable stainless finish and other
precision parts. Our machines boast proven reliability and are
backed by the longest warranties in the industry.
Easy to do business with
We know time is money, and getting it right the first time is essential.
That’s why we strive to always recommend and install the right
machine for the job.   
Warranty
• Three years Parts and Labor
• Five Years Parts coverage on the compressor
• Seven Year Parts and Labor extended coverage
on evaporator available
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